1. KOMUNIKATIF
2. SUPEL, FLEKSIBEL, GAUL

PD – Supporter - Komunitas - Empati
3. FRIENDLY / RAMAH

Friendly People lead happier lives.
4. GOOD LOOKING
5. PERCAYA DIRI
Be who you wanna be, not what others want to see!
6. WAWASAN LUAS

- MARKED
- REMEMBERING
7. KEMAMPUAN BERBAHASA
8. MAHIR MENULIS

How To Improve Your Writing Skills
Empathy, attention to detail, broad general knowledge, logic, clarity of thought, persuasiveness, self-critique, appreciation for rules (and the smarts to break them), self-discipline, ability to prioritise, sensitivity to cliché and stereotype – and much more
KETERAMPILAN PUBLIC RELATION

- WRITING
- CREATIVITY
- PUBLISHING TOOLS
- PROFESIONALISME
- PERSONABLE
WASPADA JAJANAN SD
TIPS KENGELOLA KEUANGAN SEJAK DINI
WASPADA PENCULIKAN ANAK
EKSTRAKULIKULER OVERTIME